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MQSCOW-T- he thxee-rna- n crew of
Soyuz 10 expressed "complete
satisfaction"" with their two-da- y space
flight that ended early Sunday after
docking with the unmanned Salute
satellite that was expected to be the
nucleus of an orbital space station.

A Soviet space expert called the Soyuz
flight a "research and test flight."

Nonetheless, seasoned observers of the
Soviet space program expressed suspicion
at the quick return of Soyuz 1 0.

At the Jodrell Bank Observatory in
England, an official said he was surprised
that the cosmonauts had not transferred
to the S3lute but added that the mission
"may have been to clear the way for the
actual transfer of cosmonauts to the

Jury investigates raid

Celier warns
against wiretaps

WASHINGTON-Chairm- an Emanuel
CeDer, D-N.- of the House Judiciary
Committee said Sunday the attorney
general's wiretapping policies may be
leading the nation toward a police state.
Rep. Hale Boggs, D-L- a., urged
congressional investigation of all
government surveillance activities.

Celier, dean of the House now in his
49th year in Congress, said he had no
evidence' that his or . any other
congressman's . telephones, were tapped
but that fear of being overheard had
inhibited them all in their conversations.

Boggs, House Democratic leader,
expressed the same view, saying, "there
is hardly a member of the House who is
not fearful of using his telephone."

Celier discussed government
eavesdropping in a UPI Washington
Window interview. Boggs voiced his views
on the CBS-T-B. interview program Face
the Nation;

Rules drafted
for advertisers

WASHINGTON-Regulatio- ns to make
sure buyers really save on "cents off"
promotions are near completion, it was
iearned Sunday, more than four years
after Congress authorized such consumer
protection.

The rules also would limit "cents off"
promotions for any product tov three a
years, and would require that "economy
size" packages actually give the shopper a
significant saving.

;: The regulations were drafted by
officials of the ,Food and Drug
Administration and Federal Trade
Commission which share authority for
enforcement of the Fair Packaging and
Labeling - Act enacted by Congress in
November, 1966.

The agreement is still subject to
approval By FDA Commissioner Charles
C. Edwards and by a majority vote of the
FTC's five commissioners.

further speculation that the .jury had
reached its decision.
- Sears said Judge Joseph A. Power had
gone "beyond his power under the law"
in issuing instructions to him and jury
members in a closed session Thursday
when Sears said Power "tried to tell the
grand jury what witnesses had to be
called and what witnesses I had to call."

Kotouc trial
begins today

FT. McPHERSON, Ga.-Ca- pt. Eugene
M.. Kotouc, accused of cutting off a
suspected enemy's finger during
interrogation after the My Lai massacre,
goes on trial today.

Kotouc, charged with assault and
maiming, will be the fourth soldier tried
on criminal charges arising from the My
Lai operation. Kotouc, says the Army,
did not directly participate in the assault
on the village, - but handled the
questioning of prisoners.

Kotouc served as an intelligence
officer in Task Force Barker, of which
Charlie Company was part.
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Rufcavishnikov-w- -s aboard and in gocxl
health, Tass siad. There was no Indication
in the reports of the docking experiment
that any of them had explored Sa!u!e by
spacewalk or internal transfer during
link-u- p.

Moscow radio quoted the three as
telling 2 post --landing news conference
they hae achieved "a new stage in the
mastering of cosmic space station" by
mastering new docking equipment.

Moscow sources have said the
experiments of manned ships with Salute
could run into many weeks and predicted
up to three more manned ships would
join the . effort. There was nothing in
Sunday's events to confirm or contradict
that.
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Lightest pastel shadow
for highlights.

CHICAGO A special grand jury
investigating the 1969 raid in which two
leaders of the Black Panther party were
killed scheduled a meeting today amid
reports it would indict Cook . County
State's Attorney Edward Hanrahan on
charges of obstructing justice. ;

The 14 policemen who went to the
West Side apartment before dawn Dec. 4,
1969, with a warrant to search for
weapons were assigned to Hanrahan 's
office and worked under his direction.

Chicago newspapers carried reports in
their Sunday editions that the grand jury
had voted to indict Hanrahan and to
name Chicago Police Supt. James B.
Conlisk Jr. as an unindicted
coconspirator. It was expected the
grand jury would issue its report Monday.
However, Barnabas Sears, a highly
respected lawyer who served as special
prosecutor for the grand jury, would say
only that the jury was to meet. He would
neither confirm or deny published reports
that a witness, possibly Hanrahan, would
testify before the grand jury Monday.

The Chicago Sun-Tim- es and the
Chicago Tribune as well as three
neighborhood papers belonging to the
Lerner group printed reports that the
grand jury had decided on true bills
recommend indictments which would
charge Hanrahan with obstructing justice..

Reports that true bills had been
returned have circulated among informed
circles since Thursday. Sears issued a
statement Saturday which brought
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Answer to Saturday's Puzzle- -
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station trom another spaceflight later this
week."

It was the briefest manned Soviet
space flight since the fatal Soyuz 1 crash
of April 23-2- 4. 19&7. and the Soviets
moved quickly to dispel suspicions of
failure.

They quoted the three cosmonauts as
expressing "their complete satisfaction
with the flight" and hailed the five-ho- ur

docking experiment as a major
break-throug- h toward "a huge flying
multipurpose laboratory" of the future.

Tass siad Soyuz 10 parachuted onto a
pre-s- et landing target in Soviet Central
Asia at 2:40 a.m.

Its entire crew Col. Vladimir
Shatalov, Alexei Yeliseyev and Nikolai
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Crossword Puzzle
across;' 6 Cooled

lava
1 Existed 7 Possessive
4 Once more pronoun

9 Prohibit 8 Seines
12 Likely 9 Fruit

13 Angry 10 Part of
circle14 Macaw

11 Cheer v15 Mock
17 Foul odor 16 Anger

" 18 Growing19 Mountain .
out ofnymph

21 Nahoor 20 Speck

sheep 22 Frolics

22 Garden toot 23 Worship

24 Cover 25 Pierce 38
26 Poker stake 27 Crown

29 Poem 28 Go in 39
42

30 Amuse 30 Before

32 A state 31 Communist 44
(abbr.) 33 Essence 46

33 Exist 37 Wild ass 47
34 Born of India

35 Near 1

36 Objected
formally 12 13

39 Prefix: before
. 40 L'ispatched ff5 116

41 Drunkard
42 District in 19

Germany
43 Swiss river 22 23 m
45 Spoor

29 3047 Rue
50 Deer's horn

5253 Native
metal "

36 37
54 Commonplace
56 Eggs

40
57 Vehicle
58 Tendon 43
59 Soak
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Petal shades for
color and contour.

Cake Liner to .

define and shape.

HIS & HERS

feather Moccasin
hand cfafrei Sk

tanned cevhide thst
driss toft. Moccasin
comfort, top-tid- e r

tafety! Men & women a

$23.95

The Daily Tar Heel is publfshetrtJy tne
'

University of North Carolina Student
Publications Board, daily except Sunday,
examination periods, vacations and
summer periods.

Offices are at the Student Union,
building, Univ. of North Carolina.
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27-51- Telephone
numbers: News, Sports 933-101- 1.

922-101- 2 ; Business, Circulation,
Advertislng-933-11- 63.

Subscription rates: $10 per year; $5 .

per semester.
Second class postage paid at U.S. Post '

Office in Chapel Hill, N.C.
The Student Legislature shall have!'powers to determine the Student

Activities fee and to appropriate ajl
revenue derived from the Student
Activities fee (1.1.1.4 of the Student
Constitution). Th budgetary!
appropriation for the 1970-7- 1 academic f
year is $28,292.50 fOr undergraduate?
and $4,647.50 for graduates as the
subscription rate for the student bodyf;
($ 1 .84 per student based on fall semester
.enrollment figures). '!

The Daily Tar Heel reserves the right
to regulate the typographical tone of all!
advertisements and to revise or turn!
away copy it considers objectionable.

The Daily Tar Heel will not conidfci.
adjustments or payments for any
advertisement involving major';
tvp.ographieal errors or erroneous
insertion unless notice is given to the. ;

Business Manager within (1) one dayj ;

after the advertisement appears, .or ;

within one day of the receiving of tear
sheets, or subscription of the paper. The I

Daily Tar Heel will not be responsible!
for mare than one incorrect insertion of
an advertisement scheduled to run
several times. Notices for such correction
must be given before the next insertion
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mascara that lengthens
lashes with every stroke.
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Small 48 Period of
child time
Paleness 49 Prefix:
Pose for- - ' three
portrait 51 Girl's
Soaks nameAgain
Fabulous

" 52 Rodent
bird 55 Preposition
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Now there's a compact that holds

all you need for beautiful eyes.

The new Maybelline All Eyes Kit.

And it's specially designed for all eyes

... in kits for blondes, brownettcs,
and brunettes.

Each kit has a pencil for a shapely
brow. Three shadows with applicator. . I

to shade, shape, and highlight.

Cake Liner with fine-lin- e brush.
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DOWN 47 48

Small lump 53 54
Simian
An impact 57 158
Assistant
Quality of "
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And a special feature, famous
Maybelline Ultra Lash
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up yet cnihly prked.

Mascara. All

into the most

AX compact
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